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BY 
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(Communicated by PrOf. J. A. SCHOUTEN at the meeting of February 22, 1958) 
In recent years there have appeared several treatments of the theory 
of certain types of non-linear connections in Finsler spaces 1). Since 
these discussions seem to concentrate on a particular class of connections, 
it would appear that a number of elementary points of a general nature 
have not been dealt with, and accordingly the aim of the present note is 
to fill in this gap to some extent. However, no claim to the effect that 
the present treatment is exhaustive is made. 
Consider an n-dimensional Finsler space F 11 , in which there is defined 
a local coordinate system xi (i, j = 1, 2, ... , n). We shall denote the metric 
function of F 11 by F(x•, X•), this function representing the "length" of 
a vector X' attached to the point x• of F 11• As is customary in the theory 
ofFinsler spaces, we shall assume that (1) F is analytic in its 2n arguments, 
(2) positive unless all the x• vanish simultaneously, (3) positively homo-
geneous of the first degree in the Xi, and (4) that the quadratic form 
gii(x, X)~Ei 
is positive definite for all values of x•, where we have put 
(1) 
1 
Suppose that we are given a set of functions T'k(x, X) defined with 
respect to a vector field x• of F 11 , where it is assumed that this field is at 
1 
least of class 0 3• Provided that the Fik possess suitable transformation 
properties, we may use these functions to define an absolute differential 
of the field x•: 
1 1 
(2) ~x· = dX' + r~(x, X) dxk. 
A parallel displacement may then be defined in the usual manner by 
1 
the condition ~X·= 0. In order to ensure that a pair of parallel vectors 
attached to the same point of F 11 remain parallel after parallel displace-
1 ) For instance, VAGNER [1], BARTHEL [2], KAWAGUCHI [3]. Numbers in square 
brackets refer to the references at the end. 
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1 
ment, we shall suppose that the Fik(x, X) are positively homogeneous 
of the first degree in the x• 2). 
2 
Furthermore, let there be given a second set of functions J:k(x, Y) 
defined with respect to the covariant components Y, of a vector field, so 
that we may define correspondingly 
2 2 
(3) bY• = dY.- r.k(x, X) dxk, 
2 
where it is assumed once more that the r.k(x, Y) are positively homo-
1 2 
geneous of the first degree in the Y •. If the two sets of functions Fik, I:k 
are differentiable, we may then define two sets of connection parameters 
by writing 
(4) 
2 2 T'. ( Y) = oThk(x, Y). 
I. h k X, . oYi ' 
and as a result of our homogeneity assumptions we then have 
1 1 2 2 
(5) rh•k(x, X)Xh = FVx, X); rh•k(x, Y) Y. = F hk(x, Y). 
The parameters ( 4) will possess the usual transformation properties of 
connection coefficients, so that the torsion and curvature affinors may 
be introduced in the customary manner 3). 
From a geometrical point of view the analysis resulting from the 
initial assumptions outlined above will be too general for practical purposes. 
We shall therefore seek to establish a relation between the coefficients 
1 2 
rh•k and rh•k in as natural a manner as possible. Let us consider the field 
yi conjugate to x•, i.e. the field defined by 
(6) Y, = gii(x, X)Xi = F(x, X) oF~~'X). 
We shall stipulate (A): if X' undergoes a parallel displacement then so 
does Y •. In view of (2) this means that 
iy. = r. (x Y)dxk = ogi:i(x, X) Xidxk + ogi;(x, X) XidXk- g. -(x X) Fi (x X) dxk 
• • ik. ' ()xk ()Xk •1 • k • • 
and, since the second term on the right-hand side vanishes as a result of 
the homogeneity of degree zero of the gii• this reduces to the relation 4) 
2 X 1 r ( Y) og,i(x, ) Xi ( X) Fi ( X) ik x, = oxk -gii x, k X, • (7) 
/ . 
2) VAGNER [1], p. 108. Except for a few minor alterations the notation used 
here is that of V AGNER. 
3 ) VAGNER [1], p. 109. 
4) Condition (7) is formally equivalent to a similar condition imposed by 
KAwAGUCHI [3], p. 188. However, KAwAGUCHI derives this condition by stipulating 
2 . 
that Xi lJ Yi;(x, X) = 0, which is not generally true under the conditions described 
above. The discrepancy is due to the fact that KAw.A.Gucm considers a certain class of 
metric connections ab initio, for which the .two conditions .are. in fact equivalent. 
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2 
Thus condition (A) ensures that the Fh\ are completely determined by 
1 
the Fh\· 
Having defined the absolute differential for co- and contravariant 
vectors (and hence generally for affinors depending on Xi or Yi), the 
almost trivial question as regards the rules for differentiating a product 
of two affinors or of a scalar arises. Consider, for instance, the invariant 
defined by 
1 2 
(8) 15( Yi Xi) """ Yi 15Xi + Xi 15Yi. 
Using (2) and (3) we see that this is equivalent to 
1 2 
15( Yi Xi) = d( Yi Xi)+ ( Yi Fik(x, X)- Xi Fik(x, Y)) dxk, 
or, in virtue of {6) and (7) 
(9) 15(Yi Xi)= d(Yi Xi)+ 2 dxk( Y)\(x, X)-~ ogii~:~X) Xi Xi). 
Thus condition (A) is not sufficient to ensure that the absolute differential 
of a scalar (such as (8)) is _its ordinary differential. Equation {9) therefore 
suggests that we should introduce a further assumption (B), namely, 
1 
that the Fik satisfy the condition 
(10) 
The geometrical significance of condition (B) is contained in the state-
1 
ment that the connection defined by the Fih(x, X) is metric, i.e. that the 
length of a vector remains unchanged under parallel displacement 5). This 
fact iseasilyestablishedasfollows. From {l) wehaveF2(x,X)=gii{x,X)Xi Xi, 
so that (10) may be written in the form 
(lOa) Y Fi ( X)- F( X) oF(x, X) i kx, - x, ~~·
For a parallel displacement we then have from (2) and (6) 
dF =oF dxk + oF_ dXi = dxk_(oF- Yi }ik) = o 
oxk oX• oxk F 
as a result of {lOa). Conversely, we see that condition (B) defines the most 
general type of non-linear metric connection. These connections contain 
as a special case the class of connections studied by KAWAGUCHI [3]. 
If we differentiate (6) with respect to Xh, taking into account the 
homogeneity properties of the gii• we obtain 
(ll) 
5) This is the sense in which we shall use the word "metric". Often the term 
is meant to imply that the absolute differential of the affinor gii vanishes identically, 
2 
but in the present instance the two meanings are not synonymous, as (j gii i= 0 
in general. 
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Hence we deduce from (4) by differentiation of (lOa) that 
(12) 
Furthermore, equation ( 1) reads 
oF oF o2F 
ghi = oXi oXh + F oXi oXh · 
Differentiating this identity with respect to ;d' and multiplying the result 
by Xi we find in view of the fact that F(x, X) is homogeneous of the first 
degree in Xi, that 
( 13) 
Hence equation (12) becomes 
ogM(x, X) Xi ( X) rl i ( X) - y rl i ( X) 
oxk -Yilt X, k x, - i h k x, ' 
which, when substituted in (7) yields 
2 1 
(14) Ti~c(x, Y) = Yi T/k(x, X). 
On differentiating this result with respect to Yh, taking note of (4) and 
(11), we obtain 
(15) 
In particular, since by (4) the indices i and l may be interchanged in the 
derivative on the right-hand side, it follows that 
2 1 2 1 
(15a) Ti\(x, Y)Xi = Ti\(x, X)Xi; YltTi\(x, Y) = Y~tTh(x, X). 
Let us investigate the effect of the conditions (A) and (B) on the 
absolute differential of the Yii· Two possible definitions present themselves : 
) b_.( X) = ogii(x, X) d 1c + ogii(x, X) dXk _ g,1 X, oxk X oXk 
1 1 
- (ghi(x, X) Ti\(x, X)+ Yih(x, X) Ti\(x, X))d;d', 
(16} 
and l Jn .. (x X) = ogii(x,X) d;ff + ogii(x,X) dXk _ 11•1 ' oxk oXk 2 2 
- (ghi(x, X) Ti\(x, Y) + Yi~t(x, X) Ti\(x, Y)) dxk. 
( 16a.) 
But if we differentiate (7) with respect to Yh, noting (4}, (ll) and the 
homogeneity properties of the Yii> we find 
(17) 
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and if we substitute these values in (l6a) we thus obtain 
which, in view of (2) and (16) reduces to 
(18) ~ ( X) + ! ( X) - 2 ogii(x, X) bXh (Iii x, u(/;i X, - -oXh . 
We note that this relation- being a direct consequence of (7) -is in-
dependent of assumption (B). 
But if we introduce this assumption, from which (15) is derived, and 
write the latter equation in the form 
it follows by subtraction of (16a) from (16) that 
(19) 
since the indices i, j in the second last term are interchangeable in con-
sequence of (4). Equation (18) then gives 
(20) 
together with 
(20a) 
1 
b_.( X) = ogii(x, X) ~Xh + y oTA(x, X) d k 
(JH X, oXh h oXi X ' 
1 
! ··( X)= ogii(x,X) ixh _ y oT.\(x,X) d k 
ug,1 X, oXh u h oXi X • 
Thus the absolute derivates of the gii depend on the field Xi (i.e. up to 
the first derivatives), and it is generally impossible to avoid this difficulty 
by ·introducing further restrictive assumptions with regard to the functions 
1 
T'h(x, X) or these derivatives 6). 
Let us now turn our attention to the geodesics of Fn. Following 
0ARTAN 7) we write the differential equation to these curves in the form 
(21) dXi . - + 2 G•(x X) = o 
ds ' ' 
where X•=dxijds is the tangent vector, s the arc-length, and 
(21a) 2 Qi - 2 ii G - nii S ~ 021!'2 Xk _ ~ o1!'2 ? 
- g i - ~ ( 2 oXi oxk 2 oxi ~ · 
6 ) This conclusion does not apply to the theory of Kawaguchi in which covariant 
(partial) derivatives of the gii are defined in a manner which automatically eliminates 
the dXk ([3], p. 196). 
7) CARTAN [4], p. 16. 
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From the latter relation we have 
(2lb) 
and thus we find from (12) and (lOa) 
(22) 
Hence the equations (21) of the geodesics may, by means of (2), be written 
in the form 
(23) 
Thus, in general, the geodesics are not the autoparallels of F ,., i.e. the 
tangent vectors of a geodesic are not obtained from each other by 
successive parallel displacements along the geodesic. 
1 
If, however, the Fhik are symmetric in h and k, the position becomes 
quite simple. For then we have from (5) 
1 1 1 
F/~o(x, X)Xk = Fkih(x, X)Xk = Fih(x, X), 
1 
and equation (23) becomes lJXijlJs=O. But this special case is essentially 
trivial, for under these conditions equation (22) reduces to the form 
1 
2 G•(x, X)= F'k(x, X)Xk, 
and on differentiating this equation in succession with respect to Xh and 
X\ taking further heed of the symmetry and the homogeneity of the 
1 
Fh\, we find 
(24:) 1 i _ ()2 Gi(x, X) Fhk(x, X)- ()Xh()Xk • 
But the derivatives on the right-hand side are nothing but the connection 
parameters used by BERWALD [5] in his theory of Finsler spaces, and 
these parameters are completely dete:r:mined by the metric function 
(equation (2la)). Hence the assumption concerning the symmetry of 
1 
the rh•k leads to their unique specification. We may summarise this state 
of affairs as follows : 
1 
If the coefficients rh•k of a metric non-linear connection are symmetric 
in their lower indices h and k, they are uniquely determined and are equivalent 
to the connection parameters of Berwald. 
This result seems to be the essence of a fundamental uniqueness theorem 
on Finsler spaces due to VAGNER 8). Furthermore, if (24:) is satisfied, a 
straightforward calculation shows that equation (15) becomes 
8) VAGNER (1], §3. 
rz h - IJ2 Gh - 2 0 h Xi 
i k - ()Xi ()Xk i kli • 
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where 20iik = ?Jg;,if'~Xk and where the vertical bar followed by the index i 
denotes the covariant derivative of CARTAN [4] with respect to xi. 
2 
It therefore follows that the Fh reduce to the connection coefficients F*lk of 
CARTAN 9) less Oi\liXi. 
In conclusion, we remark that an assumption more general than the 
symmetry assumption which would still ensure that the geodesics be 
the autoparallels ofF,. is obviously the following: 
1 1 (25) Y;(F1/k(x, X)Xk- Fih(x, X}} = 0. 
Equation (22} then becomes 
1 
(26) 2 G•(x, X)= F'k(x, X)Xk. 
If we write 
1 1 2 2 
(27) Qhik = 2 rrh;k], Qhik = 2 rrh;k], 
it follows from (15a} that 
1 2 
(28} Y;Q,/k(x, X}= Y 1Qhik(x, X}= 0. 
By differentiating (26} in succession with respect to Xh and Xi we find 
after some simplification 
1 
(29) F •.( X)= ~2Gi(x, X)+~ (a •.( X)- ~Qhik(x,X) Xk) h1 X, ~Xh~Xi 2 111 X, ~Xi · 
A general theory of non-linear metric connections with the property 
that the geodesics are autoparallels would have to be based on equations 
(29} and (15) subject to conditions (28}. 
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